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Foreword

The leadership of the International Federation for Emergency Medicine is greatly concerned about the sustainability of professional practice for emergency physicians worldwide. The provision of emergency health care is a critical core component of any national health care system.

This consensus document is extremely important in outlining the necessary features and requirements that all countries should follow in providing for the sustainability of their emergency physician workforce, to ensure the continued delivery of high quality emergency health care.
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Context

Modern society requires strong, resilient systems of care delivery for their populations who may need emergency healthcare at any time of day or night. The International Federation for Emergency Medicine (IFEM) has previously described the standards required for such systems. These should be available in order for an Emergency Physician (EP) to be able to practice safely and effectively in caring for the critically ill and injured or those with undifferentiated disease (1). There are however increasing pressures being placed upon developed and developing systems worldwide that compromise the delivery of such care at even a basic level as well as hampering delivery of the most cost effective standards in well-resourced systems. There is also a tremendous need to develop strategies to help guide the many parts of the world where even the most basic emergency healthcare delivery is a daily challenge.

The EP is therefore faced with unique challenges in a specialty which remains amongst the most stimulating, exciting and fulfilling in modern medicine. Increasing evidence shows that not enough attention has been paid to creating working environments that will create sustainability and longevity in a clinical career in Emergency Medicine. This leads to a lack of clinical expertise and increasing fragility for an emergency care system locally or even a country. Equally important are the significant healthcare concerns for the individual EP. In an increasing number of cases this leads to acute and/or chronic illness, ‘career burnout’, or even early retirement from the specialty. This results in a tremendous waste of valuable expert resource. These stressors are magnified in those countries where the specialty is still evolving and EPs require added support.

In 2013, the IFEM Executive recommended that a Taskforce be developed to review the best working practices of EPs worldwide and agree on a set of core principles that would provide guidance and support a sustainable, fulfilling career in Emergency Medicine. This position statement provides guidance in this key area and aims to be the foundation of a set of materials that can be used by EPs to help provide better structure to their clinical careers. Much more importantly, Governments, commissioners of healthcare and employers need to understand the importance of caring for their EPs and others within the broader emergency healthcare workforce. The central aim should be to create resilience and sustainability of care delivery that aspires to excellent practice. Governments should recognize that their medical staff are their most valuable and expensive resource, and the premature loss of an EP through inadequate career support leaves further pressures on those that remain and leads to the risk of systems becoming unsustainable and collapsing which magnifies the inability to deliver safer care.
Objectives

• To define a set of core principles and practices that should form the standard working conditions for all Emergency Physicians in developed healthcare systems and what developing systems should aspire to over time.

• To develop basic frameworks for models of practice applying these principles in developed and developing systems using best practices from national organizations.

• To share good practices and make a set of recommendations that can be used by Governments and national bodies to create greater EP workforce resilience and sustainability.
Principles and practices

1. **Safety and equality** – The EP should work in an environment that facilitates the development of a safe, appropriately and adequately resourced system to meet the needs of the population. It should also be inclusive and care for all patients and fellow healthcare workers equally.

2. **Training** – The EP must have received training that is of an appropriate standard to perform his or her duties as described by their relevant specialist organization or credentialing body.

3. **Professional development** – The EP must have access to regular specific/allocated time and funding for ongoing professional development to maintain their skills and remain up to date.

4. **Job planning** – Clinical duties for all EPs must be structured and balanced to be able to deliver consistent high quality care and minimize the likelihood of ongoing fatigue. A formal job plan should be agreed on and regularly reviewed by all ED specialists. Fatigue is a major stressor in Emergency Medicine and must be minimized by careful balancing of clinical (in normal and unsociable working hours) and non-clinical work.

5. **Shift patterns** – Shift patterns for EPs must be well structured and must include formal time periods for safe patient handover. Poorly planned shift patterns pose a direct risk to the health of EPs with poor consequences for their patients and staff. Careful shift length sequencing should be employed and especially where night shift burdens apply, shift patterns must be carefully considered.

6. **Unsociable hours** – The EP will, by the nature of his or her specialty, more often work outside the normal 9am-5pm Monday to Friday standard working week. In addition, clinical care is invariably practised in an environment of high decision density per hour. This exposes the patient (and the staff in the Emergency Department (ED)) to greater risk. Well-designed shift patterns must appropriately recognize this vital aspect of emergency care delivery outside normal hours in order to be able to recuperate and recover adequately. It will often be appropriate to remunerate EPs at enhanced rates to encourage recruitment and retention of adequate staff to facilitate sustainable models of emergency care for unsociable hours. Good practice dictates that systems should create schedules that limit the working week to 40 clinical hours per week. Included within that envelope should be adequate time for managerial activity, teaching, clinical governance and research activities as appropriate. Exceeding these good practice guidelines are not sustainable in the long term.
7. **Support in fragile systems** – Fragile emergency care systems may be compromised by resources at the local and / or governmental level. These systems will, due to location or other circumstance, require enhanced recruitment and retention strategies due to their fragility and dependency needs. A clear focus on development of a core service, creation of a networked solution to a larger more stable system and enhancements are some of the ways to finding ways to return a failing system to stability. EPs working in systems such as these or those less familiar to them will add risk to themselves and their patients if they are not well prepared. Recruitment and retention strategies must create balance for and mitigate these risks.

8. **Appraisal & career planning** – The EP must ensure that there is a system for annual appraisal of performance to support personal development and build a clinical career pathway. The EP should aim to develop career plans in 3-5 year intervals that will allow a steady building of a ‘decades of clinical life’ approach from the EP’s 30s ideally through to their early 60s.

9. **Mentorship & support** – The recently qualified specialist EP should seek a mentor whom they can trust to help support their development needs for the short and medium term. This will enhance job planning and career development plans.

10. **Portfolio and flexible careers** – Emergency Medicine provides an ideal platform for a range of opportunities that can be built up within an EP’s career portfolio. This portfolio can be linked to flexible careers (due to family needs, disability or episodic illness) or to support varied interests.

11. **Wellness & wellbeing** – A healthy EP will be best placed to achieve career longevity. Physical or mental illnesses may impose restrictions. Working in a poorly supported, stressful environment that creates ongoing fatigue will likely lead to career burnout unless robust measures are in place to prevent this. Creating tailored strategies to maintain wellness or wellbeing and embedding them into daily practice are critical to career sustainability.

12. **Training the next generation** – Vital to any system is the ability of an EP’s job plan to have time and resources set aside for training the next generation. In many ways this can act as a powerful lever to enhance and stimulate career satisfaction for trainers and trainees. Dedicated time should be allocated for those EPs with specific education roles within their system to facilitate this. Valuing trainees / residents both with well-designed formal teaching programmes as well as maximising the ‘teachable moments’ in the clinical environment are essential ingredients. The added benefits of blending free online and subscription web based EM training materials with formal teaching are essential.
13. **Leadership** - Developing and honing leadership skills are vital at every stage of a career in Emergency Medicine from the junior trainee through to those working at a national level in the specialty. The EP should actively pursue leadership roles and learn from his or her experiences but must also be actively resourced to optimize their skills and improve their local systems.

14. **Team building** - Excellence in team working is at the very heart of a high performing ED. Good teamwork is central to deliver efficient, effective and compassionate care. System commissioners and Heads of Departments must invest well in team building and function in order to be progressive and forward thinking. A great team also inspires passion and drives the engine that creates job satisfaction and fulfilment for all the staff in the team.

15. **Building career resilience** – Each of the factors described above are crucial to helping develop and enhance the concept of career resilience - a complex mixture of psychological and physical wellbeing linked to the satisfaction of a progressive and fulfilling clinical career. These will of course also be influenced substantially by the individual’s personal circumstances and their ambitions in life.
Models of practice

The models and systems of practice of Emergency Medicine globally at the present time are a complex mixture of specialty development/maturation, available resources, governmental / state stability, availability of skilled EP providers and geographical constraints amongst many others. Working conditions for the EP will vary considerably depending upon the type of system. For the purposes of classification, three broad categories are described. Each category requires the principles described above to be applied in different ways for the practising EP to work sustainably.

a) Developed EM systems - A small number of countries have developed EM systems that have matured over a period of the past 30-40 years and continue to evolve to meet societal needs. Working conditions for EPs in these systems continue to be challenging due to the unique stressors of where they work. The bibliography describes examples of how individual national Colleges and academic bodies in these systems have created guidance to support EPs within their own systems.

b) Evolving EM systems – A larger group of IFEM countries have EM systems that are at an evolutionary stage (both high and middle income countries as defined by the World Bank). The EPs in these countries are working hard to both establish their specialty as well as deliver clinical care in difficult environments. The principles set out above provide guidance for embedding good practices in their basic structures as they evolve and the resourcing required.

c) Fragile healthcare systems – An increasing number of EPs provide a range of expertise and services to countries with fragile healthcare systems sometimes at great risk to themselves and their families. In such circumstances development of training and education to local healthcare providers is the main role of the trained EP who will usually be part of a networked and developed academic institution elsewhere. It is particularly important for EPs in these settings to have access to mentorship and support, which can sometimes be provided in a virtual setting during the initial stages of EM development in a particular country or region.

We hope that in time we can gather examples of how EPs in each of these three broad categories apply the principles set out above to help support each other as well as inspiring others wishing to practice Emergency Medicine.
Recommendations

We recommend:

1. National organisations should review their position in this area, share international best practice and we hope link to the principles as set out in this position statement. For those countries where sustainable working practices for the emergency physician remain a significant challenge, national bodies should create a 5 year ‘roadmap’ of what they wish to achieve.

2. Governments, healthcare commissioners and employers should review the principles set out above and work closely with national Colleges, societies and other academic bodies representing Emergency Medicine. They should aim to provide the infrastructure and resources to help create resilience and sustainable working practices for the EP workforce in their country using these guidelines.

3. The individual EP must ensure that he or she has a well-structured job plan that has been agreed with their leader. In addition, Heads of Department should review the international and national literature with colleagues in the ED (depending upon the model or type of system that they work in) and ensure that exemplar working practices are described, developed and delivered.
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